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The Decisive Battle Revisited
The Confederate offensive into Middle Tennessee in
the closing months of 1864 was one of the more bizarre
events of the Civil War. With military defeat looming on all fronts, General John Bell Hood led a poorly
provisioned and numerically inferior Rebel army on a
quixotic expedition to capture the city of Nashville. Earlier works by such eminent scholars as Stanley Horn
(who first described the battle as “decisive”) and Wiley
Sword have thoroughly examined this ill-fated campaign,
but James Lee McDonough’s Nashville retells the story
with new insights and fresh vigor. The result is a book
that can rightly be considered a coda to the author’s previous studies on the Civil War in the western theater.
McDonough reaffirms the longstanding argument that
Hood’s invasion was an audacious, albeit delusional, attempt to rectify the military misfortunes of the Confederacy. In the end, the Rebel defeat at Nashville permanently
wrecked the Confederate Army of Tennessee. Perhaps in
a moment of martial romance, however, McDonough offers a compelling rationale for what motivated rank-andfile Confederate soldiers to persevere at this late stage of
the war–they were fighting desperately for “an agrarian
civilization which, sans slavery, is arguably more wholesome than the life experienced by the urban masses” (p.
100).

cid explanations for the confusion surrounding Spring
Hill, where several Confederate generals, not just Hood,
displayed an appalling miscommunication and lethargy,
all of which allowed an entire Federal corps to escape
seemingly certain destruction. Similarly, McDonough
succinctly describes the action at Franklin, where General Hood, enraged over the missed opportunity at Spring
Hill, hurled his army in an ill-advised attack against entrenched Union forces. The author’s chapter on Franklin
nicely complements his previous and fuller study of this
battle, Five Tragic Hours (1983), co-authored with Thomas
L. Connelly.

The bulk of Nashville concentrates on the climactic
battle itself. The Confederate effort in early December to
besiege the city, one of the most heavily fortified on the
continent, was pathetic at best. While the Rebels shivered in their makeshift redoubts and lunettes, the Federal army under General George H. Thomas methodically
prepared for a powerful counter-attack; one that once
delivered would rout Hood’s army back into the Deep
South. Alternating his narrative between the Federal and
Confederate perspectives, McDonough smoothly weaves
in the contemporary observations of various participants
with the scholarly commentary of an impressive host of
Civil War historians. As a result, Nashville takes on the
McDonough organizes his book as a fast-paced, character of a documentary screenplay, one that keeps
chronological narrative. The story begins in the after- the focus on the combat action.
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